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Dear Readers,

India’s state-run ordnance factories and the defence public sector units are a key factor in the growth 
of the country’s economy and for equipping the armed forces with modern and reliable weapons and 

systems. A recent review of the performance of some of the key state-run defence industrial units have 
thrown up interesting facts.

The Ordnance Factory Board (OFB has filed 246 Intellectual Property Rights applications in the 
recent times, remarkable for a state-run enterprise. Development of futuristic technologies with Indian 
private industries through the new iDex platform is one of the recent focus areas of OFB.

HAL has achieved operational clearance for seven platforms -- Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), Light 
Combat Helicopter (LCH), Light Utility Helicopter (LUH), Advanced Light Helicopter - Weapon Sys-
tem Integrated named Rudra, 19-seater Dornier Do-228 civil aircraft, Jaguar Darin III and the Mirage 
upgrade. In last five years, two new platforms commenced on overhauling of Hawk and Su-30MKI.  
Till January 2020, the company overhauled 21 Hawk Advanced Jet Trainers and 45 Su-30MKIs. HAL 
achieved successful integration of BrahMos and Astra missiles on SU-30MKI aircraft enabling the suc-
cessful test firing.

BEL has successfully implemented projects of strategic importance such as Weapon Locating Radar 
for the Indian Army, Akash Missile System, and the Coastal Surveillance System for the Coast Guard. 
The company recorded an Export Turnover of $21.6 million in 2018-19. The major countries to which 
BEL exported its products were Switzerland, USA, France, Germany, Israel, Sweden, Finland, Sey-
chelles, Mauritius, and Vietnam.

BDL is the lead Integrator of the Akash Weapon System (AWS) and it has 96 per cent of material 
sourced from within the country. It is also the Production Agency for the Medium Range Surface to Air 
Missile (MRSAM). The BDL signed contract worth Rs 1,188 crore ($160 million) for the supply of Var-
unastra Heavy Weight Torpedo to the Indian Navy. Amogha-III, a third generation Anti-Tank Guided 
Missile designed and developed in-house by BDL with the support of DRDO was launched during Def-
expo – 2020.

BEML has designed and developed MBT Arjun Armoured Repair and Recovery Vehicle (ARRV). 
BEML gave major thrust to self-reliance and achieved indigenisation levels of over 90 per cent in the 
mainline mining and construction products, Rail Coaches and EMUs, over 80 per cent in High Mobility 
Vehicles (HMV) and over 65 per cent in Metro rail cars.

India on Arms Exporters List
India got into the SIPRI’s list of global arms exporters’ list for the first time in the March 2020 Arms 

Transfer Database, ranked 23rd among the top 25. India recorded just about 0.2 per cent export of arms 
globally, with Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Mauritius as its top three clients. The top 25 arms exporters 
accounted for 99 per cent of the world’s major arms exports in 2015-19. The five largest exporters in 
2015-19 were the United States, Russia, France, Germany and China. 

For the second year in a row, India was only the second largest importer of arms globally, with Saudi 
Arabia emerging as the top nation in this SIPRI list once again. Russia, Israel and France were the top 
three suppliers of arms to India between 2015-19. India was the top arms importers for over a decade 
before it bucked the trend and reduced its arms imports.

The five largest importers were Saudi Arabia, India, Egypt, Australia and China. India has spent Rs 
45,705.57 crore ($6.1 billion) on arms imports in 2018-19, according to a response from minister of 
state for defence Shripad Naik to a question from a member of the Lok Sabha (People’s House, the lower 
chamber of the bicameral parliamentary system).

N.C. Bipindra
Edttor
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Aerospace and Defence (A&D) are among the integral 
sectors of governments of all countries. Historically 
speaking, A&D sector in India had long been reserved 

for Public Sector Units (PSUs) along with Foreign Direct In-
vestment (FDI) completely closed for the sector. This was 
considering the national security concerns along with sup-
porting the domestic industry in global competition to become 
self-sustainable. The Government of India (GoI) has been fo-
cused on taking policy initiatives in this sector with special at-
tention to the A&D, keeping in mind the security of the citizens 
of the country.

Fortunately, private sector was allowed to be part of this 
sector along with allowance of FDI to some extent after due 
permissions by 2001. GoI has also been spending considerably 
high for the infrastructure development of the sector to lower 
its global rank among importing nations, lowering dependency 
on outside world for equipment procurement. As per Budget 

2019, Defence is the second sector with respect to government 
expenditure (Figure-1).

The question arises as to whether the massive budgets 
spent by the government are being done in the best possible 
interest of the sector. 

Post-independence with insulated industry from the globe 
for a long time, India has been lagging behind on technological 
advancements; however, few years back, emphasis was always 
on physical infrastructure and development. With the advent 
of Industrial Revolution 2.0, the development of IT (Informa-
tion technology) sector and the A&D sector, high technology 
based equipments and arms are more into limelight and has 
consequently resulted in rise in cyber-crimes too. Accordingly, 
the need to spend the funds for the most efficient working of 
the sector merged with security risks should be the high alert 
areas for the government.

Blockchain in its simplest form is a decentralised ledger 
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storing data securely with cryptography. It is a technology, 
which is best suited to areas where multilateral stakeholders 
and national security concerns are involved and help in reap-
ing maximum efficiency levels in all areas of oper-
ations for such sector. A&D is a multi-stakeholder 
industry with GoI as the major buyer terminal and 
domestic PSUs, private and foreign companies as 
the major supplier terminal. The country has armed 
forces men being the major demand drivers, Defence 
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) 
handling the research and development required for 
the sector along with Ministry of Defence (MoD) re-
sponsible for making all the decisions. Further, the 
government bureaucrats serve as the executive hand 
of GoI taking care of all the contractual responsi-
bilities. With such multi-stakeholder involvement, 
blockchain technology can prove to be a boon for the 
industry.

The results in use cases of blockchain technolo-
gy from other industries, very well depicts that it is 
possible to use the technology to achieve multiple 
benefits. The technology ensures that the data stored 
is tamper proof and immutable. This further enables 
traceability of transactions with a digital trail intact. 
All these features of blockchain technology, make it 
most suited to resolve the current challenges of A&D 
sector.

Security is the prime concern for A&D sector. This 
implies that the concerned organisations need to keep 
a regular check on providing access of highly sensi-
tive data to authorised persons only. Identity Man-
agement accordingly is an important area that needs 
to be taken care of in order to avoid unauthorised ac-
cess from hackers and cyber criminals. According to 
CEO and Co-founder of MyEarth.ID, Shiv Aggarwal, 
“identity management is a very crucial aspect for any 
industry, including Aerospace and Defence. The existing cen-
tralized solutions worsen the problems related to storage and 
handling of personally identifiable information (PII) as well as 
other sensitive data. Decentralization of data powered by dis-
tributed ledger technology (DLT)/ blockchain enables priva-
cy, security and user-consent, thereby providing the required 
traceability and transparency for A&D sector.”  

Aerospace and Defence sector is also characterised by com-
plex supply chains as it is a capital-intensive industry with 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) spread across the 

world. Accordingly, to make sure that counterfeit and scrapped 
parts are not delivered due to the deep supply chains involved, 
blockchain enables transparent and efficient logistics. With 
decentralised data at all terminals, blockchain can make sure 
the any unauthorized deviation/change during the supply flow 
is easily detected and necessary action can be taken to deal 
with them. Partner of Felix Advisory, Adamya Sharma, says, 
“the usual life cycle of defence equipment is 30-35 years for 
the developing countries like us, which makes the service and 
repair costly and most of time, delayed. In most of the cases, 
supply of parts for replacement takes 6 to 18 months, lead-
ing to equipment become unusable in interim or user has to 
keep huge inventory. Blockchain has possibility to help man-
aging the spares usage, life cycle and availability records on 
secured and distributed database that can help in preplanning 
and timely availability of spares at the time of need. This is not 
only beneficial for user but also for OEM as they will be getting 

the real-time data about the equipment which is a 
valuable input for their R&D.”

Authenticated designs provided by ODMs (Orig-
inal Design Manufacturers) are also vulnerable to 
non-auditable access in the A&D sector leading to 
losing the original configuration of parts and equip-
ment. With a digital trail intact, blockchain is the 
perfect solution for a tamper evident and secure re-
cord of the original designs developed for the A&D 
equipment, which is again an indispensable require-
ment for bulletproof-engineered equipment being 
used by the A&D organisations.

In addition to above mentioned challenges, hi-
erarchy and multi-stakeholder involvement in the 
A&D sector, also leads to a lot of tedious paper work 
prior to actual execution of contracts. This makes the 
process of implementation slower and sometimes 
loses relevance. Blockchain as depicted, is capable 
of maintaining decentralised record at each stake-
holder’s end which when combined with smart con-
tracts can lead to automated execution of contracts 
on triggering of specified set of events, generating 
speedy performance-driven value. Sharat Chandra, 
Government Blockchain Association (GBA) India 
President says, “across the globe, defence and aero-
space companies are leveraging blockchain to deliv-
er substantial benefits to suppliers associated with 
complex manufacturing ecosystems in the defence 
sector. India needs to embrace this innovative and 
paradigm - shifting technology to power and bolster 
Indian defence economy.”

Furthermore, revenue leakage within A&D sector 
is not an unspoken concern. With a complex archi-

tecture in the A&D industry, reconciliation of records is the 
major challenge, a cause of revenue leakage. Decentralised 
data stored on blockchain technology with multiple control 
points can ensure any discrepancies of data being captured at 
the exact stage where the loss of data can be easily mitigated. 
According to co-founder of Felix Advisory and NCR Chapter 
Leader of GBA India (Global Blockchain Association- India), 
Amit Jindal, “Blockchain has the capacity to end the hassles 
of reconciliation in the structured finance department of A&D 
sector, making transactions and revenue collection smooth 

Adamya Sharma

Amit Jindal

Sharat Chandra
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and seamless. It can serve as the go-to technology 
for dealing with the alignment of data, available at 
different validation points.”

With A&D characterised by high technology, 
complex structure and security sensitivity, block-
chain can be the best match to achieve an efficiently 
growing, self-sustainable and an exporting status for 
the sector. With blockchain enabling highly secure 
data present at multiple points; a cryptographical-
ly secure peer- to-peer network can be established 
in A&D too, at various operational levels discussed 
above.

However, enabling blockchain technology in A&D sector 
calls for a systematic strategy to be followed starting from plan-
ning of design architecture until implementation of structure. 
In addition, cooperation of all stakeholders would be import-

ant for a paradigm shift. Policy design will also vary 
from those existing for current IT setup used in A&D, 
accordingly, appropriate changes to the government 
policy and decisions shall have to be done. Different 
solution designs can be formulated to achieve utmost 
trust including proof of concept or proof of stake 
variants of blockchain technology.

The most intriguing feature of blockchain tech-
nology is that currently the technology is emerging 
and expanding, which means that there are enormous 
possibilities to find solutions for the data validation 

and management related challenges faced by A&D sector and 
way forward to remediate that same at the base level. Thus, 
with adequate investment in the research and development in 
blockchain technology, it is indeed possible to build a revolu-
tionary ecosystem for A&D! 

Shiv Aggarwal
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By N. C. Bipindra

United States President Donald J. Trump was in India 
for two days on Feb. 24 and 25 on a whirlwind tour that 
took him to Gujarat (Indian Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi’s home state), Agra (to visit the Taj Mahal), and New 
Delhi (to complete the state visit). American defence firms 
Lockheed Martin and Boeing turned out to be richer by $3.5 
billion, signing two key helicopter deals that will help India 
boost its maritime and attack capabilities.

After a 14-year wait, India signed the $2.6 billion contract 
for 24 Lockheed Martin MH-60R helicopters that will add a lot 
of heft to the navy’s anti-submarine warfare and other air sup-
port capabilities. India also concluded the $930 million deal 
for six AH-64E Apache attack helicopters for the army, to be 
deployed along the western borders in a role that will provide 
aerial protection to both armoured assets and infantry men in 
the battlefield. The two contracts were signed on Feb. 25 in 
New Delhi. 

The Indian Navy will get delivery of the first six of the MH-
60R helicopters in a year’s time and the rest 18 assets will be 

delivered in batches over the next two years. The Multi Role 
Helicopters, as the Indian Navy calls these assets, are being 
procured as envisioned in the ‘Capability Based Perspective 
Plan’ under the ‘Buy (Global)’ category of the Defence Procure-
ment Procedure through the American Foreign Military Sales 
route.

“The acquisition of MH-60R provides Indian Navy with a 
key capability and effectively contributes to the ‘Make in India’ 
initiative. These helicopters are a replacement for the Sea King 
42/42A helicopters already decommissioned in the 1990s and 
envisaged to operate from frontline ships and aircraft carriers, 
providing them the critical attributes of flexibility of operation, 
enhanced surveillance and attacking capability. The delivery of 
the helicopters is planned to commence early 2021 and comes 
at a time when the Indian Ocean Region is witnessing increas-
ing security threat due to proliferation of submarines,” the In-
dian Navy said in a statement. The mention of proliferation 
of submarines is a euphemism for Chinese vessels that have 
increased their forays into the waters that India considers it-
self to be the net security provider to and the region as its own 
backyard.

Trump in India: Lockheed, 
Boeing sign $3.5 billion 
deals for helicopters

TRUMP VISIT
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The Lockheed Martin helicopters can be effectively em-
ployed for offensive and defensive roles including Anti-Sub-
marine Warfare, Anti-Ship Strike, Low Intensity Maritime Op-
erations, Search and Rescue, over the horizon Network Centric 
Operations and Electronic Warfare. The helicopter’s capability 
of prolonged maritime operations and seamless integration 
with the Boeing-built P8I maritime patrol aircraft that India 
bought in 2009 and ships at sea makes it a ‘Force Multiplier’.

As part of the Indian Navy’s commitment to the ‘Make in 
India’ initiative, Lockheed Martin would also be discharging 
offsets through transfer of technology to Indian Offset Part-
ners for manufacture of products and services. This would 
enable absorption of niche technology, skill development and 
manufacture of eligible products and services leading to gen-
eration of employment, skilling of Micro-Small-Medium-En-
terprises and indigenous production of products for buy-back 
by the company.

Following the Feb. 25 contract signing for the Multi Role 
Helicopters, Lockheed Martin’s Sikorsky Maritime and Mis-
sion Systems vice president Dan Spoor said the platform will 
provide the Indian Navy with the capability to identify, en-
gage, and defeat enemy maritime security threats along with 
the ability to perform secondary missions including vertical 
replenishment and search and rescue. “We are very pleased 
to learn that India is moving forward with the purchase of 24 
MH-60R multi-mission helicopters. We stand behind the US 
Navy and look forward to having the Indian Navy become the 
fourth international country, joining Australia, Denmark and 
Saudi Arabia, to operate the MH-60R Romeo, the most ad-
vanced maritime helicopter in the world.”

The Apache contract for six helicopters for the Indian Army 
follows a contract for 22 helicopters ordered by the Indian Air 
Force in 2015. Boeing has delivered to the Indian Air Force 17 
of the 22 Apaches ordered for, and the remaining five will be 
delivered to the Air Force by the end of March 2020. Deliveries 
for the Indian Army Apaches are planned to begin in 2023. 
The Apache sale is a hybrid procurement -- Direct Commercial 
Sale (DCS) between Boeing and the Indian Ministry of Defence 
and Foreign Military Sale (FMS) between the Government of 
India and the United States Government.

“We welcome India’s decision to acquire six AH-64 Apache 
helicopters and lifecycle services support for the Indian Army. 
The AH-64E Apache will be a force multiplier for the Indian 
Army, just as it is today for the Indian Air Force. We congratu-
late the US and the Indian governments on this key milestone 
and welcome the positive momentum in the bilateral defence 
trade and industrial partnership,” Boeing India president Salil 
Gupte said in a statement.

“Through our local entity, Boeing Defence India, we are 
supporting the P-8I, C-17, CH-47 Chinook, and AH-64 Apache 
with holistic lifecycle support to assist with India’s defence 
modernisation effort and mission-readiness at competi-
tive costs. This new contract is a testimony to the trust and 
long-standing partnership Boeing has nurtured over the years 
with our Indian customers and we are committed to delivering 
on our commitments in the future as well.”

Fuselages and secondary aerostructures for the Army’s 
Apaches will be manufactured at Tata Boeing Aerospace Lim-
ited (TBAL) in Hyderabad. TBAL is already manufacturing fu-
selages for multiple Apache operators around the world. The 
FMS contract for the Apache includes munitions, training, 

aircraft certification, and components including engines, EO 
sensors and the radar. The direct commercial sale portion of 
the contract primarily consists of the aircraft (less engines/
sensors), logistic support, spares and services.

The Indian Army will get the AH-64E Apache configura-
tion -- the latest attack helicopter version that the US Army 
first took delivery of in November 2011. The AH-64E Apache 
helicopters for the Indian Air Force and the Indian Army will 
have identical capabilities. The Letter of acceptance (LOA), as 
it’s called under the FMS programme of the US government, 
and the contract between Boeing and the Ministry of Defence 
are expected to be all signed off since the validity of the two 
commercial offers expires in March 2020.  

The Apaches are produced in Mesa, Arizona, US. The US 
Army Apache fleet has accumulated more than 4.5 million 
flight hours. With more than 2,400 Apaches delivered to cus-
tomers around the world, Boeing is committed to the contin-
uous modernisation of the programme to ensure that AH-64 
capabilities outpace adversaries to maintain battlefield domi-
nance today and for decades to come, the company said.

“Optimising readiness for Apache fleets around the globe 
is one of Boeing’s primary missions. From Performance-Based 
Logistics (PBL) and integrated fleet support to modifications, 
repairs and training, Boeing provides a broad spectrum of 
products and services which directly support and enhance ca-
pabilities while reducing the total cost of ownership. Boeing’s 
services range from transactional spares to complete lifecycle 
support solutions that are uniquely tailored to the require-
ments of each AH-64 Apache customer.”

The AH-64E Apache stands as the world’s most advanced 
multi-role combat helicopter and represents the backbone of 
the US Army attack helicopter fleet, as well as a growing num-
ber of international defence forces. They incorporate 26 new 
technologies designed to enhance the aircraft’s capabilities. To 
date, more than 400 AH-64E model Apaches have been deliv-
ered worldwide. The AH-64E features:

*  Advanced digital connectivity
*  Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
*  A more powerful T700-GE-701D engines with 
 upgraded face gear transmission to accommodate
 more power
*  Capability to control unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
*  New composite main rotor blade.
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Visual impact of PoliceExpo 2020
EVENT

The presence of National Security Advisor Ajit Doval and Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar enhanced the 
stature of the two-day exhibition and the Young Superintendents of Police meet in Gurugram. The message was clear: 
policing and homeland security in India will witness greater use of future technologies.
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EVENT
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BOOK REVIEW

42 Mondays: 
On Emerging 
Technologies 
for Policing
By K. Jayanth Murali
Notion Press ~ Rs 399

Future police story will be 
all about gadgets

For all those nerdy people out there, who also happen to love 
books, I have a strong recommendation for you: grab this ex-

citing piece of work ‘42 Mondays’ by Indian Police Service (IPS) 
officer K. Jayanth Murali that is a page turner till the end.

It is not an easy task to write on emerging technologies and 
futuristic science that will change the lives of every human be-
ing like never before. If it is tough to write on future technolo-
gies in simple terms that is easy to grasp for the common man, 
it is equally tough to explain them to technologists.

It is this sort of a challenge that Jayanth Murali, a micro-
biologist turned law enforcer, has handled well and has even 
excelled in, through this 332-page book. The manner in which 
this book shaped up for the author, despite an active police 
service in Tamil Nadu, is a fascinating story of 42 weeks of 
writing a column for a news daily. The number 42 seems to 
have a significant meaning to his life and it needs to be read in 
his own words, as he introduces this book to the readers.

The topics he has handled are all futuristic, emerging tech-
nologies that have both uses for the law enforcement and for 
the common man. He has not only highlighted the manner in 
which future technologies could shape policing, but also the pit-
falls, including how the same technologies in the wrong hands -- 
criminals and terrorists -- could make life difficult for the world.

What I find interesting in the book is K. Jayanth Murali’s 
repeated reliance on introducing subjects through the themes 
of best-selling novels and films ranging from Michael Crich-
ton’s 2002 bestseller ‘Prey’ that is about nanotechnology going 
horribly wrong, to the Hollywood sci-fi movie ‘Rampage’ star-
ring Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson that deals with CRISPR or 
Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats, 
and ‘Minority Report’ starring Tom Cruise that is all about Ar-
tificial Intelligence and Internet of Things that predict com-
mission of crimes in the future.

These references to popular sci-fi novels and movies make 
it much easier for the readers to connect with the chosen top-
ics in the book and provides the necessary context for under-
standing subjects like Brain Fingerprinting. All of these efforts 
of Jayanth Murali is to present to the discerning reader how 
policing could become more dependent on technologies in the 
future, not just for solving crime, but also in its administration 
and law enforcement.
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By Lt Gen P. C. Katoch (Retd)

COVID-19 has stormed the world with fatalities in thousands 
and over 100,000 infected in 124 countries. Dr. Francis 

Boyle, who drafted the Biological Weapons Act, says COVID-19 
is an offensive Biological Warfare (BW) Weapon that WHO 
knows about. Bio-war is part of China’s ‘Unrestricted Warfare’. 
China signed UN’s Biological Warfare (BW) Convention but its 
BW programme is believed to be advanced; chemical and bi-
ological agents with multiple delivery systems - artillery rock-
ets, aerial bombs, sprayers and Submarine-Launched Ballis-
tic Missiles (SLBMs). In recent times, Chinese nationals have 
been involved in stealing viruses from abroad.

Some attribute COVID-19 to weird birds-animals-insects 
in squalor-ridden Chinese markets for human consumption. 
China accuses US military of bringing the virus to China – then 
shouldn’t Chinese intelligence shut shop? But if US actually 
did so, 49 of 50 United States’ provinces are already infect-
ed. Obviously controlling viruses once launched is extremely 
difficult. But this may be different for bacteria. For example, 
Anthrax can be easily controlled and is cheap to produce. Also, 

bacteria can be modified using microbial methods to be ef-
fective only in the target’s environmental range – similar to 
chemical weapons. India maybe in for more casualties with 
positive COVID-19 patients shunning/escaping quarantine, 
travelling by air/train and using public places. 

Bio-warfare, which overlaps chemical-warfare, isn’t new. 
Arrows dipped in poison, manure, decomposed bodies, find 
mention in ancient times. Plague-infected bodies thrown in 
wells infected drinking water. During World War I, Germans 
developed anthrax, glanders, cholera, wheat fungus for bio-
war; plague was spread in St. Petersburg (Russia), mules in-
fected with glanders in Mesopotamia and horses of French 
Cavalry. Unit 731 of Imperial Japanese Army conducted ex-
periments on prisoners to produce bio-weapons, and used BW 
weapons in China. The United States, the United Kingdom and 
other countries too began their BW programmes before World 
War II. 

Britain weaponised plague, brucellosis, tularemia, equine 
encephalomyelitis and vaccinia viruses, before the programme 
was shut in 1956. US Army’s BW laboratories weaponised 
anthrax, tularemia, brucellosis and other agents. Russia too 

Coping with CBRN threats
NATIONAL SECURITY
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would have done similarly. Germany’s Chlorine Gas and Amer-
ica’s Agent Orange (used in Vietnam) are well known. Which 
countries besides China continue to develop such weapons 
cannot be established especially since research is dual use. 
Bioterrorism or for that matter Chemical-Biological-Radiolog-
ical-Nuclear (CBRN) terrorism is a live threat.  

Developing BW weapons is akin to producing vaccines, 
foods, sprays, beverages, antibiotics. Terrorists can comfort-
ably escape after deploying them since the organisms have 
gestation period of few days. This makes the job of intelligence 
agencies extremely difficult considering 95 per cent recorded 
accidents releasing viruses were by employees due to low secu-
rity. One terrorist with basic knowledge can cause horrendous 
casualties. But while BW agent can be produced cheaply, its 
weaponisation, storage and delivery to the target poses signif-
icant problems.

In March 1995, Japan’s Aum Shinrikyo cult released Sarin 
Gas on several lines of Tokyo Metro, killing 13, severely injur-
ing 50 and causing temporary loss of vision to some 1,000. 
The cult actually had two remote controlled helicopters, which 
fortunately crashed during experimental flying. They had even 
smuggled in a Russian Mi-8 helicopter part by part. Had they 
used aerial spraying, they had enough Sarin to kill 1,000,000 
people. In 2002, CIA discovered al Qaeda was experimenting 
with crude poisons and planning Ricin and Cyanide attacks 
through cadres infiltrated in Turkey, Italy, Spain, France and 
other countries. 

Biological warfare has variants. Entomological warfare is 
one type that may employ insects in a direct attack or as vec-

tors to deliver biological agents like plague. This involves in-
fecting insects with a pathogen and dispersing the insects over 
the target area. Persons and animals get infected when bitten 
by these insects. Another type of Entomological Warfare agent 
is insects that may not be infected with any pathogen but in-
stead represents a threat to agriculture. In early 1960’s China 
introduced an African strain of locust to destroy crops in La-
dakh.  

As another variant of bio-warfare, synthetic biology may 
witness states/terrorists designing new types of BW agent en-
abling weaponisation, rendering vaccines ineffective, enhanc-
ing virulence of a pathogen or render a non-pathogen virulent, 
with terrorists holding the targets to ransom with the antidote 
– as depicted in Hollywood-Bollywood  movies. Yet, bio-se-
curity concerns in synthetic biology remain  focused only on 
the role of DNA synthesis and the risk of producing genetic 
material of lethal viruses like the Spanish Flu of 1918 (that re-
portedly killed one-two crore Indians) and polio.

When the Obama Administration was considering striking 
Syria, Russia’s FSB released e-mails of ‘Britain Defence’, a pri-
vate mercenary force, disclosing that the Obama regime had 
approved a “false flag” attack in Syria using chemical weap-
ons; a deal proposed by Qatar and approved by Washington 
to deliver a chemical weapon to Homs (Syria) similar to a So-
viet-origin g-shell from Libya similar to those held by Assad 
forces. The text included deploying Ukrainian personnel that 
spoke Russian and making a video record. Sarin gas has been 
used during the Iran-Iraq war and repeatedly on hapless Syri-
an public with opposing forces accusing each other.
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Discussions about nuclear terrorism conclude terrorists 
using radiological (dirty) bombs. Terrorists haven’t acquired 
nuke-grad fissile material but their nuclear ambitions remain. 
Recall Osama bin Laden termed acquisition of nuclear weap-
ons/WMDs a “religious duty”. The US has expressed fears of 
Pakistani nukes falling in terrorist hands. Yasin Bhatkal, Indi-
an Mujahideen founder, disclosed in 2014 that his group had 
sought nuclear device from Pakistan. ISIS-Al Qaeda have been 
trying to procure fissile material. North Caucasus terrorists, 
wanting Islamic Caliphate of Russia, tried seizing a nuclear 
armed submarine, have been reconnoitering nuclear storage 
facilities and have repeatedly threatened to sabotage nuclear 
facilities. These remain world-wide threats including cyber-at-
tacking nuclear facilities. 

‘Lone Wolf’ studies assess millions can be killed by an in-
dividual using chemical/biological/radiological device. For 
example, 100 kg of Anthrax can cause 1 million to 3 million 
deaths -- equivalent effect of one megaton nuclear bomb. Ra-
dioactive agents paired with conventional explosives become a 
radiological weapon. Theft of a truck full of Cobalt-69 in Mex-
ico (2013) and a Uranium mine recovered in India’s northeast 
(2014) indicate dangers of CBRN terrorism. Drones with In-
fraRed cameras could deliver chemical/radioactive payloads. 
Facial recognition is being uploaded in drones. Threats are 
more with state-sponsored terrorism. During the 1999 Kargil 
conflict, Pakistani RPG-7 detachments were equipped with gas 
masks and two of our casualties showed signs of chemical at-
tack. 

After the Bhopal gas tragedy (1984) and radiation accident 
at Mayapuri, Delhi (2010), NDMA laid down guidelines to han-
dle such incidents: imparting training and education; evolving 
policies and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs); holding 
adequate equipment and medicines, and hospital prepared-
ness. The Director General Armed Forces Medical Services 
(DGAFMS) moved to equip: seven hospitals for nuclear/ra-
diological patients; 25 hospitals to treat biological cases, and; 
85 hospitals to treat chemical attack cases.  Personnel are also 
being trained in CBRN Schools. The DRDO has evolved SOPs 
to counter CBRN threats and developed equipment/systems 
for threat detection, monitoring, plus individual and collective 
protection equipment. DRDE, Gwalior is also running training 
programmes. NDMA has 12 NDRF battalions to handle natu-
ral and CBRN contingencies, each providing 18 self-contained 
specialist searches and rescue teams of 45 personnel each. 

But our existing national response capacity may not be 
enough to handle consequences of CBRN dispersal leading to 
massive damage. Our response to COVID-19 indicates facili-
ties in civil hospitals and quarantine arrangements in civil are 
found wanting. We must also introspect whether we have ad-
equate equipment, detectors (standoff and mobile), wide area 
reconnaissance, modular hardened shelters, clothing, ambu-
lances and capability to handle magnitude of CBRN threats. 
Civil hospital emergency departments are generally not pre-
pared in an organised manner to treat victims of chemical or 
biological terrorism.

The counter-CBRN strategy generally recommends deny-
ing the enemy use of the weapon, counterforce strike at enemy 
CBRN centre(s), and intercepting the threats. This has many 
loopholes besides being relevant to enemy state, not terror-
ists. An effective monitoring mechanism is a must, counter-
force needs political will and intercepting the weapon may 

still disperse the contents. The intelligence agencies and pol-
icy makers have a massive task in monitoring, assessing the 
mode, place and time of likely attack, and respond in real time; 
all of which may be possible only partially.

The Bhopal gas tragedy exposed 500,000 to the gas, over 
20,000 have since died and some 12,000 continue to suffer. 
There is a saying that WW I was chemical, WW II nuclear and 
WW III may be biological. We need to be prepared for CBRN 
attacks not in metros alone but pan-India. This requires a 
comprehensive strategy regularly updated, planning and co-
ordinated preparedness of response organisations, educating 
masses, coordinating medical care, making area/zonal incor-
porating all elements, and finally refined ratified through re-
hearsals and mock drills. 

Finally, responding to COVID-19, where is the private sec-
tor and the corporate, who secure massive loans from banks to 
get rich?  Has any big corporate come forward to pitch in? Has 
any private airline volunteered to fly Indians from abroad? Has 
any private hospital chain deputed doctors? Have they opened 
any quarantine centres? On the contrary, many corporates are 
not even willing to let people work from home, let alone dis-
infect their areas. The Delhi government had to direct estab-
lishments and outlets to keep mundane things like sanitizers 
at their entry. This is a terrible shame. The government needs 
to assign responsibilities of private sector and the corporate in 
coping with COVID-19 and future CBRN attacks. 

The author is an Indian Army veteran.
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By Atul Kumar

Since their delivery, the lean and mean military subma-
rines are a massive threat to the entire fleet of a navy. So, 
to counter these ultimate underwater gigantic boats, an-

ti-submarine warfare (ASW) remains an answer to acquiring 
sea control. Under this tactic, a maritime force exploits all its 
naval assets including airborne, surface and undersea to de-
tect, trace and eliminate underwater force multipliers of the 
opponent navy. Anti-submarine warfare, a type of underwater 
battle, is incredibly knotty compared to other naval tactics and 
seeks highly advanced, sensitive and precise acoustic sensors 
and weapons with outstanding hydrodynamics and control 
surface features that enable better speed and manoeuvres in 
saline, dense (800 times than the air) and deep ocean sur-
roundings. Thus, successful anti-submarine warfare depends 
on a combination of sensor and weapon system. 

However, in modern times, new-generation intelligent 
underwater firearms fitted with hi-tech miniaturised acous-
tic sensing sonar seeker and digital guidance system are now 
capable of searching, tracking as well as hitting targets inde-
pendently. The induction of considerable hi-tech underwater 
munitions involving various torpedo systems, anti-submarine 

rockets, missiles and naval mines bringing in intelligent tac-
tics to disable submarines. Particularly, torpedo systems are 
one of the oldest and most dominant anti-submarine weapons 
in modern naval warfare. However, fielding lightweight ASW 
rockets and naval mines are much more cost-effective com-
pared to expensive torpedoes. 

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), 
India’s elite defence innovation body, has already produced 
several critical naval systems and sensors and now been work-
ing like a Trojan to master weapons technology for highly 
sophisticated anti-submarine warfare, in recent years, It has 
delivered a handful of world class underwater weapons to the 
Indian Navy that is arming these home-grown ASW munitions 
on major airborne, surface and underwater combatants. 

After two decades of hard work, Naval Science and Tech-
nological Laboratory of DRDO, in its first heavy landmark, 
has successfully developed India’s first-ever anti-submarine 
torpedo system called ‘Shyena’ under Advanced Experimental 
Torpedo programme for the Indian Navy that already has in-
ducted the system and named it as ‘Torpedo Advanced Light’ 
(TAL). 

The 220-kg ‘fire-and-forget’ and ‘electrically-propelled’ 
Shyena wields a 50-kg high explosive warhead, advanced ac-

India’s anti-submarine 
warfare weapons
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tive/passive modes and digital control and guidance systems 
that set it up to precisely search, track and destroy hostile sub-
marines at depths of up to 450m. Moreover, this self-homing 
Indian torpedo is capable of achieving a top speed of 33 knots, 
while its maximum underwater range is speculated to below 
10 km. The state-owned missile-maker Bharat Dynamics Lim-
ited (BDL) has produced the initial batch of anti-submarine 
torpedo system in collaboration with Indian private defence 
giant Larsen & Toubro (L&T) that produces the shipborne tri-
ple tube launchers (TTLs) for firing these ASW missiles. Under 
its first export agreement signed in 2017, the alliance has also 
delivered Shyena torpedo system to Myanmar Navy. 

An upgraded version called Advanced Light Weight Tor-
pedo (ALWT) with refined guidance, electric battery, warhead 
and hydrodynamics is also being tested by NSTL. This new 
AWLT can achieve a medium range of 25 km at 25 knots speed 
in deep waters, while with around 50 knots of top speed it can 
engage a target at ranges of up to 12 km. The capabilities of this 
new dual-speed ALWT could further expand as a new powerful 
120 kW battery is also in the advanced stage of development, 
according to an Indian Ministry of Defence document. 

A ship-launched heavyweight torpedo (HWT) christened 
‘Varunastra’ has also been developed and delivered to Indian 
Navy. The 533mm Varunastra is the first Indian heavyweight 
anti-submarine torpedo system created by the NSTL and cur-
rently being manufactured by state-owned BDL for Indian Navy 
under a pact that was sealed in June 2019. While L&T-made 
Indigenous Twin Tube Heavyweight Torpedo Launcher (ITTL) 
linked with anti-submarine Fire Control Radar and made up of 
aluminum-magnesium alloys would carry these Heavy Weight 
Torpedoes on Indian Navy major surface combatants.

The state-of-the-art Varunastra, armed with a 250-kg con-
ventional warhead and modern self-sufficient active/passive 
acoustic guidance with additional hi-tech GPS-based naviga-
tion suite (very rare in torpedoes), would be apt to hunt and 
eliminate rival submarines at ranges of up to 40 km with a top 
speed of 40 knots even in extremely hostile countermeasure 
surroundings, which makes it one of the most intelligent and 
robust underwater torpedo missiles in the world. NSTL also 
upgraded the system with a new 250 kW Silver Oxide-Zinc 
battery featured a superior energy-to-weight ratio over previ-
ous 100 kW battery, this will allow it to attain its top speed 
even in deep (at max 400m depth) dense water conditions. 

DRDO’s naval research institute for underwater weap-
ons, NSTL, has also been working to transform this 1300-kg 
ship-launched version into submarine-launched HWT known 
as Takshak torpedo system that will be armed on India’s 
Sindhughosh-class and Arihant-class boats. The under-de-
velopment missile would be tested from one of the Sind-
hughosh-class SSKs to evaluate the weapon’s submarine en-
gaging capability. Eventually, the firepower and underwater 
weaponry of the Indian Navy will soon get a big boost with the 
induction of these home-made HWTs.   

Besides these torpedo systems, DRDO’s Armament Re-
search and Development Establishment (ARDE) and High 
Energy Materials and Research Laboratory (HEMRL) have 
successfully developed extended-range anti-submarine rock-
ets (ER-ASR) to replace old Russian RBU-60 rockets of Indian 
Navy. Mostly, ASR is an unguided projectile that utilises solid 
propellant and depth charge warhead. 

ARDA’s new-generation ER-ASR fitted with two motor 
propulsion systems is capable of disabling submerged targets 
at different ranges from 500m of short-range to 8.9km of ex-
tended-range. They will be carried by ‘RBU-6000’ launchers 
equipped on warships of the Indian Navy. Moreover, L&T 
has now been offering the shipborne Indigenous ASW Rock-
et Launcher (IRL) system, capable of firing 12 depth-charged 
ASRs in salvo mode at submarines. 

In naval mines segment, DRDO has obtained a decent suc-
cess and has developed a handful of substantial naval mine 
systems including processor-based ground mines (PBGM), 
processor-based exercise mines (PBEM), and processor-based 
moored mines (PBMM) for the Indian Navy. Besides, the 
technology demonstration of multi-influence ground mines 
(MIGM) has also been concluded. NSTL has handed over some 
of the systems to the Navy, while remaining are in the advanced 
stages of their induction. Largely, these highly cost-effective 
and dual-role underwater weapons are fielded (from ship, sub-
marine or aircraft) below the water surface to thwart maritime 
movements of the opponent’s navy and to set up a secure zone 
for coastal military installations, harbour and country’s strate-
gic assets and littorals.

In a bid to create an ultimate underwater weapon for ASW 
ops, in 2016, DRDO has also embarked on a project to develop 
a ‘Supersonic Missile Assisted Release of lightweight Torpedo 
(SMART)’. According to a Ministry of Defence annual report, 
SMART will accommodate a ‘Torpedo Advanced Light’ as the 
primary payload (warhead) and wield a range between 50 km 
to 650 km. DRDO, now, has been working to validate this tech-
nology as the complete system. Once developed, the SMART 
system supported by automatic guidance, supersonic flight 
and battlefield transparency (shipborne, airborne and space-
borne sensors), would be capable of reaching to any hostile 
submarine in the region from hundreds of miles away. How-
ever, the complete development of new generation ‘SMART’ 
including the integration and smooth releasing of the TAL at 
sea in user configuration, is still a few years away.
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By Atul Kumar

A strong navy packed with aircraft carriers, surface com-
batants and underwater submarines is indispensable 
for safeguarding the vital strategic, economic and mar-

itime interests of a country. A strengthened maritime force, 
moreover, enables a significant advantage to negotiate region-
al disputes. After Independence, India invested substantially 
in its maritime build-up to become an influential naval power 
in the neighbourhood. Eventually, today, the Indian Navy is 
the most dominant sea-force in the region. 

Nonetheless, now, what should be a cause of concern to 
South Block is the planned modernisation of Pakistan Navy, 
the biggest opponent in the region. From the start, Indian Navy 
maintained the superiority over the navy of Pakistan, however, 
this maritime supremacy could now be challenged in the next 
coming years, as Beijing’s closest ally is now on the threshold 
of upgrading and expanding its surface and underwater com-
batants’ fleet. In fact, even as Islamabad thrusts its long-pend-
ing vital maritime overhaul, both its closest allies, Beijing and 
Ankara, offer substantial backing to its naval build-up. More-
over, with its only operational shipbuilding facility, Karachi 
Shipyard and Engineering Works (KSEW), Pakistan is also 

getting its sea legs in critical military shipbuilding.  At present, 
the seven-decades old Pakistan Navy operates a modest fleet 
of surface combatants involving four F-22P Zulfiquar-class 
guided-missile frigates, four outdated Tariq-class destroyers, 
three Azmat-class light corvettes, three Munsif-class minehu-
nters, two Jurrat-class and two Jalalat-class missile boats and 
two new Turkish-built MRTP-33 fast attack boats. Besides, 
two Agosta-70A (Hashmat-class), three AIP-equipped Agos-
ta-90B (Khalid-class) and three small-sized ageing MG110 
Cosmos midget submarines constitute the submarine arm of 
Pakistan Navy. Chinese-made Z-9EC anti-submarine warfare 
and Westland SeaKings helicopters, ATR 72, Fokker F27 and 
Lockheed P-3C maritime aircraft are the major elements of Pa-
kistan Naval Air Arm.

Accountable for safeguarding Islamabad’s maritime inter-
ests, the Pakistan Navy, in the last few years, has sealed a set 
of big-ticket pacts with its allies and other foreign countries to 
acquire advanced new generation navalised platforms to over-
haul and expand its current underpowered naval fleet. 

Impending Expansion of Navy of Pakistan 
Among the new capabilities are two new navalised and up-

graded RAS-72 Sea Eagle maritime patrol aircraft fitted with 

Pakistan Navy builds 
might to challenge India
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an AESA and advanced electro-optical sight, the modernised 
maritime patrol aircraft based on Pakistan’s ATR-72 transport 
aircraft, will supplement the current fleet of P-3C in Pakistan 
Navy. In addition to this, the navy has also acquired the latest 
German-built LUNA-NG UAVs and two British SeaKing heli-
copters to boost its ISR activities and troop transfer capabil-
ities in the region. In a major boost to its surface fleet, Paki-
stan Navy, by 2025, will also add more than a dozen surface 
combatants including missile boats, light and medium-sized 
corvettes, offshore patrol vessels and frigates to its warships 
fleet and has been acquiring these maritime systems from the 
US, Turkey, China and the Netherlands.

In 2017, Pakistan Ministry of Defence had locked a con-
tract with Damen Shipyards of the Netherlands to procure two 
state-of-the-art Omni-role Off-shore Patrol Vessels for Paki-
stan Navy. Damen’s Romania shipbuilding facility is currently 
building these 1900-tonne boats. As stated by Pakistan Navy, 
the upcoming OPVs will enhance the navy’s capabilities in an-
ti-surface and anti-air operations, combat search and rescue, 
surveillance and reconnaissance domain.  

In the same year, Quwa that reports on Pakistan defence 
revealed, Pakistan Navy has also placed an order for two ‘Swift 
corvettes’ from US-based Swift ship firm that with Lockheed 
Martin offers warships of different categories to international 
maritime forces. The 75-metre corvette will come fitted with 
76mm main gun, two 30mm secondary guns, surface-to-sur-
face missile (possibly Harpoon, Exocet or indigenous Sur-
face-to-Surface Missiles), short-range Surface-to-Air Mis-
siles, hull-mounted sonar, navigation and communication 
equipment, Air surveillance radar, long-range Infrared and 
electro-optical sights and Electronic Warfare and Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle launched capabilities. Together, these two 
1500-tonne vessels together with two impending Damen’s 
OPVs will provide active protection to Pakistan’s strategic as-
sets including critical Gwadar port against seaborne multidi-
mensional asymmetric threats. 

A year later, again in 2018, Islamabad defence officials 
had inked over $1 billion defence pact with Ankara, under 
which Pakistan Navy would purchase four MILGEM Ada-class 
stealth corvettes from Turkish state-owned shipbuilding firm 
Savunma Teknolojileri Muhendislik (SMT). The 2000-tonne 
MILGEM corvettes are the most technically advanced and 
strong surface combatants ever designed and developed by 
Turkish naval engineers. It shares a few similarities with Lock-
heed Martin’s Littoral Combat Ship. 

Under the pact, first two of four corvettes are being manu-
factured in Turkey, while remaining two ships will be built at 
KSEW through technology transfer from Turkish SMT. These 
MILGEM corvettes would be named ‘Jinnah-class’ light frig-
ates in Pakistan Navy and according to QUWA defence blog, 
these Jinnah-class light frigates will be fitted with 16 VLS cells 
that will wield Chinese-made 40-km range HQ-16 anti-aircraft 
missiles. Besides, the blog also confirmed the indigenous 450-
km (possibly) subsonic ‘Harba’ anti-ship cruise missile on the 
new ships. 

All four warships will be inducted into Islamabad’s naval 
fleet before 2024-25. With multi-mission capabilities, Jin-
nah-class would empower the navy’s Anti-Submarine War-
fare, Anti-Air Warfare and Anti-Ship Warfare capabilities 
in a big way. Besides, Pakistan Navy has already inducted a 

17,000-tonne Turkish-designed and locally built fleet tanker, 
PNS Moawin. 

Also, as per Chinese media, between 2015 and 2018, Islam-
abad had concluded vital agreements with Beijing to procure 
four latest generation Type-054A/P multi-role guided-missile 
frigates for its navy. All four warships that are currently be-
ing constructed at Shanghai-based Hudong-Zhonghua ship-
yard (a subdivision of China State Shipbuilding Corporation), 
would be delivered to Pakistan Navy by 2021-22. The stealthi-
er Type-054A/P is the most advanced class frigates of China’s 
PLA-Navy and boasts a robust package of advanced sensors 
and ASW weapons along with 32 VLS cells capable of firing 
Chinese-made HQ-16 medium-range air-defence missile as 
well as ASW rockets. This types currently are the backbone of 
PLA-N fleet. Moreover, according to some media reports, Pa-
kistan’s variants despite subsonic C-802 could be fitted with 
the latest CM-302 supersonic ASCM, an export version of 
PLA-Navy YJ-12B, offered by China’s CASIC. 

In Beijing and Islamabad, CM-302 is believed to be the 
world’s most advanced, precise and quick anti-ship cruise 
missile capable of flying over thrice the speed of sound and 
even better than Indo-Russian BrahMos. In the alliance with 
over-the-horizon (OTH) radar system equipped on the new 
Pakistan’s frigate, the supersonic CM-302 can hit sea targets 
at ranges up to 280 km. 

With full of the latest Chinese technology, the impend-
ing 4000-tonnes frigates would be the most powerful surface 
combatants of Pakistan Navy and eventually will supplement 
the current fleet of Zulfiquar-class frigates. The Pakistan type 
will also carry a Z-9EC ASW helicopter. Above all, the flotilla of 
new-generation frigates will bolster the anti-ship warfare and 
critical shipborne air-defence capabilities of the Pakistan Navy. 

In a move to contrive an active fleet for underwater warfare, 
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Pakistan had decided to equip its navy with eight Chinese-de-
veloped modified S-20 diesel-electric (Hangor-class in Paki-
stan Navy) boats based on PLA-Navy’s latest variant of Type-
039A Yuan-class SSKs. In 2015, Pakistan Navy had sealed a $5 
billion pact with China’s CSIC (China Shipbuilding Industrial 
Corporation) to supply these new generation boats fitted with 
air-independent propulsion (AIP) system and advanced noise 
reduction systems for stealth. Under the contract, first four 
3,000-tonne modified Yuan-class SSK boats will be delivered 
by CSIC, while the next four submarines will be produced at 
Pakistan’s KSEW with collaboration with CSIC that will trans-
fer the know-how and know-why to Pakistan’s lone shipbuild-
ing firm. The delivery of all eight boats, according to Pakistan 
media reports, would be concl

uded between 2023 and 2028. Further, these new ‘Hangor-
class’ submarines would be fitted Chinese-built 533mm 
heavyweight torpedoes, anti-ship and land-attack cruise mis-
siles (possibly CASIC’s Y-8 or indigenous subsonic 450-700 
km Babur-III SLCM). By 2028, this induction will boost the 
present Pakistan Navy submarine fleet numbers to 11 mod-
ern AIP-powered SSKs including existing three ‘Khalid-class’ 
boats, and two of three Khalid-class (PNS Khalid and PNS 
Hamza) currently being modernised with new sensors and 
weapons package by Turkish shipbuilding firm SMT. As per 
Daily Sabah, these two Khalid-class boats that will be carrying 
Pakistan’s nuclear-capable ‘Babur’ anti-ship cruise missiles 
will have modern Turkish-developed systems including ASEL-

SAN’s Zargana anti-torpedo defence system and HAVELSAN’s 
SEDA (sonar integrated submarine command control system) 
acoustic sensor suit. 

Pakistan has also started work on its shore-based an-
ti-ship weapons to form a robust coastal defence system to 
counter Indian military flotilla in the Arabian Sea. Pakistan 
Navy has already deployed 280-km C-602 ASCM, an export 
variant of China’s YJ-62, under the coastal defence umbrella. 
While a locally developed land-based anti-ship cruise missile 
called ‘Zarb’ is also in the advanced stages of development. To 
counter India’s Carrier Battle Group in the northern Indian 
Ocean, Pakistan Navy, also, may add CASIC’s newly uncov-
ered anti-carrier ‘CM-401 close-range anti-ship ballistic mis-
sile (ASBM)’ to its coastal defence system. Besides its naval 
build-up, Islamabad continuously engages in naval drills with 
China’s PLA-Navy to boost the ‘interoperability’ between the 
two comrade navies. 

Besides all these enhancements, Pakistan Navy has been 
throwing its weight behind the shore-based fighter jet squad-
ron having locally assembled JF-17 thunder as a prime ele-
ment. This move will again significantly strengthen airborne 
air-defence and anti-ship capabilities of Pakistan in its waters. 

Pakistan, primarily a land-based military power, still oper-
ating at a naval disadvantage vis-a-vis India, will, in the next 
few years, field competent maritime assets in substantial num-
bers against Indian Navy, and collectively with China, could 
challenge Indian maritime might in the subcontinent. 
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